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Bellarmine _Chapel Dedication Sunday
Confe1·ence
Is Success
Overwhelming enthusiasm and
a unanimous interest in holding
another meeting later this year
marked the reactions or almost
all of the participants in Saturday's Leaclershi1> Conference.
Apparently a resounding success
by almost all considerations, lhe
Ccn "~rcnce was the first o( its
kind here in Cincinnati, with 125
stud-cnts from UC, Xavier, Miami, Western College for Women. Mount St. Joseph, and Our
Lady of Cinciniwti laking parl.

l'cl'haps the most important
sin.e,·lc item discussed was the
pro11osal to r.a·~ate a city-wide
student council, t11 include repre~·mtatives from all four Cin·
ci11w1ti universities. Interested in
the idea particularly for the intellectual benefits involved and
for the coordinathm of student
- . activiti~s a n d projects that it
woul<l make 11ossible, neaa·ly 85%
of those present for the final
vok stronc·ly favornd its estab·
lishmcnt,
Following a brief explanation
or the day's program in Kelley
Hall by Student Council .President Joe Meissner, the studenls
.formed eighl discussion groups

student leadership, controversy,
and a strong student i:-overnmt>nt
working wilh the adminlsh·ation.
It was s11gi:ested that a student
sit a.'I a non-voting member with
the board of trustees to facillitate cooperation between the students and the administration. 'l'o
improve student councils, it was
suggested that 111111·e students
should take interest. that meetings and issues should be more
thoroughly publicized, and that

and the important pal't of the
Conference began. In this ninetyminute discussion period, topics
were discussed ranging from the
purpose of a student council, student responsibility and apathy,
and the causes of cheating on the
campus to the value or having
a city-wide council in Cincinn:iti.
One discussion g·roup decided
&hat lo combat apathy there has
to he effective communication
among students, strong 11ersonal

Archbishop Alter Will
Offi.ciate At Ceremonies

Five former pastors or Xavier
University's St. Robert Bellarmine Chapel will take part in the
dedicator)' ceremonies of the new
St. Rob(\rl Bellarmine Chapel on
the campus Sunday at 4:00 p.m.
Archbishop Karl .T. Alter, who
rcLurnccl lo Cincinnati earlier in
the week after having taken pai·t
in the first session of the Sec(Continued on Page 8)
ond Vatican Council in Rome,
will officiate at a Solemn Pontifical Mass, at which the sermon will be gi\•en by lhc Rev.
Celestin J. Steiner. S.J., fornwr
Xavier president, who was Bellarmine Chapel pastor frum l!M7
until 1949.
Other former pastors al the
dedication will include: the Rev.
responsible for the ha n g i n gs.
Coach Jim l\frCafferly must
James R. O'Neill, S ..J., the Rev.
Practically eve1·yone from the
ha,·e set a new N.C.A.A. record
John E. Sullivan, S.J., the Rev.
President of Student Council on
last Monday night when he was
Gerald A. Fitzgibbons. S ..J., and
down
was
suspected.
By
8:45
hanged in effigy al least ten septhe Re\·, Raymond F. Bellock,
a.m .. Xavier's ever-alert l\'fointearate times on the Xavier camS.J.
nance Department had the dumpus. The hangings were lhe work
The Very Rev. Paul L. O'Conmies safe in lheir North Hall
of a new ultra-secret student
nor. S ..J., Xavier president and
fortress.
group ca 11 e d the "M.M.G.. Chapel p.a st or al the present
. McCaHerty Must Go."
·
..The NEWS haJ. iea;:n~d from
time, and U1e Rev. 1Nilliam P.
The ten dummies were in place
confidential sources lhal the
Hagerty, S.J., religious super\'isor of the Xavier Jesuit cvmseveral hours afte1· Xavier had
hangings are only the first part
lost to the Unive1·sity or Detroit.
munily, will be deacons of honor.
or a "master plan" which the
The loss was the third consecuOther officers of the cledicaM.M.G. has. An uneasy quiet
live one on the road this sea- t-m·y
Mass will include: Msgr.
scttlccl o\·er the campus Tuesson, the 13th in the last 14 games
Cletus A. Miller, pastor of Anday nigh\ as everyone asked the
played outside the city,
unciation Church, ·ass isl an l
obvious question - ."When and
priest; the Hev. E cl ward J.
Tuesday morning rumors
where will the M.M.G: ·strike
Brueggeman, S ..J., and the Re\'.
swept the campus as lo who was
next'/"
Orrin T. Wheeler. S .. T., or the
Xavier theology department. deacon and sub-deacon respectively;
and the Rev. Thomas A. Devitt,
pastor of All Saints Parish, master of ceremonies.
A procession from the Archbishop Aller Classroom Build~..:
ing will beg i n the dedicatory
ceremonies. Joining the clergy in
it will be a colm· guard of the
Xavier ROTC unit, the. cape
corps of the F o u rt h Degree,
Knights of Co 1 um bus, the
Kn i g h ls of Malla and the
Knights of SI. Gregory.
The Bcllarmine Chapel Choir,
under the direction of Miss Helen

Te11 Effigies Da11gle
In W al{e of Mo11day Loss

Federal Government To Lend Xavier
$1,250,000 For Student Union
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This is the proposed Xavier Student Union Bulldin&" as it appears in the architect's drawing. Con5truction on Uae aew buildinc. to be located on Ledcewood Ave. between the new Bellarrulne Chapel
and Brockman Hall, Is not expeclecl lo cet underway before next summer, accordiaac to Xavier's president, Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.
Xavier University will receive

a $1,250,000 college housing loan
ft-om the government to help in
the construction of a student un•
ion on campus.
Sen. S t c p h c n Young, who
made t h e announcement last
week, said the Joan is being
made b.Y the Comm&nity Facilities Administration of lhe Hous·
ing and Home Fiuancc Agency.
The uoiuo ill expected to take

H months to complete and will
iaaclude dininl:' facilities for 1,500
students. The university's contribution toward co1111tructlon is

$Ga:uoo.
1'he union will be a two-stm·y
sll'Uclut·e and will also include
a book s to a· e, recl'eation and
r·eading l'Ooms, and a student activities headqual'ters. Its exterior
will be constrncled of brick and
pre-cast concrete slabs to match

other existing buildings on campus.
The new building will be built
on a site on Ledgewood Drive
between the l'esidence hall and
the chapel. The loans are for· 40
years with low interest rntcs.
The Rev. Paul O'Connor, president of the university, said
architects· arc now working on
plans for· the union, but construction is not expected to stm·t
before next summer.

Radio Hams
Elect For '62
The results of the election oC
the officers of the H.0.T.C. Rudio Club have been announced.
They are: Jim Albrinck, Pre~i
clent; Bob Mc is e 1', Secrelary1'reasurer; and Bill Li n d enschmidt, Conesponding Secretary. The elections were held on
November 28.
Ol'ganized in 1954-55, the Radio Club promotes an interest in
amateur radio and operates radio station KBWBL in the club
lounge in the basement of the
Armory. Membership is open to
all stud en ls in the R.O.T.C.
course who have a valid interest
in ham radio.
Featured in the Club is a message service for all ;;tuclents who
wish to send a mes,;age lo practically any point in the United
States and to many foreign countries.

Gough, will sing the Mass irt
Hono1· of Our· Lady, Queen or
Peace.
Admission to the ceremonies
has had to be limited to ticket
holders only since the chapel has
scaling for only :l88 persons.
Known as the Williams Memoria 1-Sl. Hobert Bella rm ine
Chapel, lhe new structure is the
girt of lhe five children of Mrs.·
Charles F. Williams in honor of
their p:irents. The dnnm·s arc
Charles M. Williams, Willirnn .r.
Williams. and J a m cs R. Williams. Mrs. Lawrence H. Kyte,
and Mrs. Foy 1-lcrschede. The
lute Charles F. Williams. a clistinguishecl 1 ea cl er in C;1tholic
Church affairs, was president <>(
the Western and Southern Life
lnsurnnce Company.
Bishop Paul F. Leibold will
officiate at the consecration of
the altar of the new chapel Saturday al 9:00 a.111. As part of the
rite, he will offer a low Mass.
The St. Rob c r l Bellarniine
Chapel was openl'd in 1927 when
the Walter Schmidt Lib r u r y
Building was cinnpleled.

UC Presents
"Th ree Penny"
The Mummer';; Guild, Univer•
versity of Cinci111rnli's cl ram a
group. is presenting its first bi~
production of the season I his
week-end, the 13, H and 15 of
December.
The play, "The Three Pcnn.v
Opera." last year ended its run
off-Broadway. The over \,000
performances of this show re1tresenles the longest run of an.v
show in an off-Broadway theatre.
"The Three Pen n y Opera"
deals with the life of beggars iu
the slums of New York. ll may
be remembered by some people
as being the show where lite
popular ballucl ''Mac the Knife"
originated .
All performances will be gi,•en
al Wilson Auditorium, the cnrnC'r of University and Cliftlln,
with curtain time being B:::o p.m .
Tickets can lw b 11 ugh t at lhc
door at $1.00 fur students.

Sodality Adds
24 To Ra11k~s
Xa\•iei"s Sod a lily Prefect
Denny Brown led twenty-four
men in the Acl of Consecration
this past week. The following
students ha\•e been received:
Gerry Blessing, Lou Boeh, .li1n
Broglc, Ken C?.illinger, Chuck
Geschke, Marv Hackman, Tony
Lang, Ton~· King, Craig Koinzclman, Phil Kleespies, Roy Lipscomb, Bill l\Iasterson, Dave l\'lc··
l\lahon, Mike Mullen, Joe Nesselhuf, Mark Pauly, Bill He.vnolds, Terry Hohen, Dave Skiba,
.John Stratman, Bob Strehsahl,
1'0111 Wl'Lier, John Wilhelm, Duh

Wilkrns.
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llERE lliere is much desire to learn,
.
there of necessity will be mucll arguing,
W
mucll writing, many opinions,· for opinion i11
good men is 'but lmowledge in tire making.
John Milton

Fall '62 Has Been
Portentous Semester
Tu this last issue befol'e Christmas we can
look back upon one of the most portentous
periods in Xavier history. The Administl'ation is striving to make Xavier bigger and
better (the new chapel will be dedicated
Sunday, plans for the Student Union are
nearing completion). Perhaps also the Administration is inclining an ear toward student opinion (Dean O'Callaghan spoke with
Student Council recently).
It is regrettable in our opinion that the
faculty seems less evident in university life
than last year ("Mater et .Magistra" and
the reaction against "Now or Never"). Perhaps some incidents of lai:;t year and the
tremors over academic freedom have stifled
the life that was there. Certainly the faculty
Hpparatus for organization has improved
with the addition of a chapter of the American Association of University Professors.
'Ve would like to see more professors organizing and leading the students in extracurricular projects.
As expected with the election of Joe
l\.f eissner last spring, there ha.s been a stir
within the student body. Though concrete
progre..c;s has been disappointing. there are
sig-ns that the student apathy has been disturbed. We are having a confusing swirl
of Leadership Conferences, Days, Weekends,
and Retreats. Meanwhile there is a squabble
over just who the "leaders" a1·e. New ideas
arid suggestions-some fine. some unrealisv~. have come forth, but 1\fr. Meissner is
s 1owly discoverinµ; that it takes more than a
idn!!le person with ideas to achieve sucess.
J.,e11<7eri-;h ip consists of more than ideas.
Student Council will have its share of

Gory Tyler ..•

work in the coming months. The idea of an
annual faculty award is still awaiting consideration, as is the suggestion for a student vote on recognizing fraternities. We
would also hope that Student Council's annual gift to the university will follow along
the academic lines established by the Senior
Class Gift of 1963.

Fraternities At XU?

Let Students Decide
Jn this weeks' NEWS we have a letter
to the editor (which appears first in that
column) from a member of an off-campus
fraternity. 'fhe writer says that he hopes
"the students of Xavier will get all the
facts before making a decision." We agree,
but just what are the facts?
Contrary to implications in the letter, we .
uever referred to frateruities as they existed
iu "the .late '20s." Our reference was to
present-day fraternities as they affect university and individual life on other campuses. Nor did we intimate that the "name
'fraternity' automatically brands as a clique
of beer-guzzling, rowdy individuals any
group of people." Indeed, after i·eading that,
we wonder if the gentleman doth protest
too much.
We bad, and still have, a high opinion
of the way in which Gamma Phi and Pi
Alpha Phi have conducted themselves off
campus. Our exact words were, "We might
add that in general they have conducted
themselves well." The writer himself is the
one who brings up the question of his fraternity brothers being "a clique of beerguw11ing. rowdy individuals."
We were surprised at our writer's state-

•.. THE SUGAlt BOWL
TOURNAJ\IENT: A letter, written by Bob Hadden, has been
sent to Governor Davis of Lou. isianna, requesting that the seating at the tournament be desegregated.
At least an attempt
In the sophomore c 1 a s s, Jim
Dettinger has accumalated three has been made to positively reabsences; Denny O'Connell has form this immoral practice.
one; both Bill Masterson and
. · .. A MISl'RINT: On the StuTom Brinson have a clear record.
The newly elected freshmen dent Council page of the Stuofficers have the best attendance dent Directory, Rudy Hasl Is listrecord of any of the other classes. ed as South Hall Chairman. AcAl Fowler, Terry Wallace and tually, Jack Kelly (who is doing
Bill Keck have perfect records. a fine job) is chairman of the
Joe Rouse has two absences on South Hall committee.
his record. Dave Yeacers and Al
Milian have one and two ab• • . A SPORTS NOTE: Evisences respectively,
dently there are some disgrunAeeordinc to the Council eon- tled students who want action
altu&ion, If a member of that les- taken by &he sehool aclministralslative body falls to a&tend three tion to replace X's round ball
mee&incs during bis term of of- eoach, Jim Mccafferty. Las &
fice without sufficient reason, Monday, MeCaflerty was hansed
this will be l'round11 for im(in effigy) all over eampus • • •
peachment. The present record
10me studenta estima~ that ten
of absences exeeed11 any other
year. Meissner has s t r on s 1 y or more dummies were placed in
voiced a warnins to those Coun- atratecic spota•••• This eolumn·
eilmen who have more &baa 1st has one question - What does
.llMG reall~ mean?!'?
&hree absenca.

Tyler Reports ...
This week's Council meeting
could have been compared with
any circus in the country. At
no other time in the history of
the Student Council has the per·
formance and conduct of the
Council, as a whole, been so
poor. The un-parliamentary procedure of that legislative body
was appalling. At times during
the "meeting" those students
looking on felt that Council
wa~n't even in a serious deliberative session-just a group of
teenagers playing some sort of
game.
The disrespect shown to the
President-Chairman, Joe MeiSRner, and his inability to maintain order in the chambers indicated a lack of responsibility
on the part of the whole Council.
The only bright part of the
agenda was a report on the newly created Council committee
concerning itself with a proposal
to give students a voice on the
Academic Council. Terry O'Connell, chairman of this committee,
gave an excellent account of the
work being done by his group.

. , . Here are some inte1·esting
1tatistics which should prove inP111tll•btd weeklJ tal1a1 tlte ae1too1 11ar n:ee11t ••rtq ncatt.. 11erlod1 lt:r
·11a111Utoa CoaatJ', Jlnaato•, Clulaaau 7, Ohio. 11.110 per 1•ar.
:tormative to all students who J:nler Unlonlt:r,
Jlatered aa 11eond ela.a 'Htter Octolter ·•· 19.•ll at tlle Poat oace at
Claclnnati, Oblo 11ader tllt Act of Marcia S, 1178.
are interested in the attendance
oplnlona espreaHcl la tto'r aaper are tbe oplnlo11a of tbe edltora .alo111,
record· of their representatives TherEditorial
do not necessarily ezpre11 tbe opinloaa of tll• oacl1l1 of ll:attler Vnl•e11itJ'
on Student Council. Jn the sen- nor of tbe atudent bodJ' of ll:a-ter taken aa a whole, unleaa 1peclllcall1 atated.
ior group, Sam Peluso, Vice
Oplnionft of columnlstft "re entirely tbelr own and need aot represeat tbe
President of that class, leads in eplnioa of tbe editorial lloard or of anJ' mamber thereof.
the number of absences with six.
Bruce Chelikowsky has four ab- JlDITOR·llf·CHlllF , . , , , , •• , •••• , , , • , • , , ••• , ••.• , ••••. , .. Len Schmaltz, '6!'1
sences against his record. Tom EXECUTIVE EDITOll. •.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••.. Thad Llndoe,, ·ea
Kohs, President of the senior ASSOCIATE EDITORS • • • , , • , ·, , , ••• , , , , •• , • , ............ Don Leonard, '63;
Garr Deane, 63; OarJ Trier, '63
class, has two (excused) abASSISTANT EDlTOa , •• , •• , • , , • ,, , •••• , ••••• , .••• , .••• , .. J>aul Weaker, 'I•
sences. Ahead in the number of
SPORTS EDITOR. •.•••• , •. , •.•.••.....•••••••..... , , •.•. Ken Czlllin1er, '&•
absences in the junior class is
REPORTERS .• , •••••... Tom Huell, '63; Larr1 CriHnti, '63; Dnid Cook, '&r;;
rat Deesan with four; Joe MollJohn Schaal, '65; Gregory Boczar, 'tifi: Richard Aalmuft, '66;
Bill Keck, '66: :&ichard Grupeilbolf, '66; Joaepb Weblen, '66;
man is next with three; Denny
Joseph Kri..a, '66,
Lons, President of his class, has
SPORTS WRITERS • , ••• , , •• , • , •••••• , , ••.. Jack Ma10, '64; SteYe Braun, '611;
been absent only once; Budy
Terr" Wallace, '66; Pat D11nae, 66
llasl has a perfect attendance PHOTOG:&APJIJ:& ••• , •• • •• , •• , , •• , , ••• , ..•••.•..•....•.. Jobn Brunln1, '&I
record.
FACULTY ADVISO:&S • , , • , , , .Mr. Willia• Bocll;la1e, Bn. TlaomH I. SaYal•, 8.1.
1

ment that "the accusation that fraternities
will produce groups of 'in's' and 'out's' is
based on totally worthless principles." The
"accusation" is based on what is known of
recognized fraternities on other campuses.
The "worthless principles" cited in the editorial were only· one-as we said, "the university ideal of a free interplay." Is. this
fraternity man saying that such an ideal
is "worthless"?
We would also question whether Gamma.
Phi actually "represents a better crosssection of the Xavier enrolJment than any
other organization." Perhaps Gamma Phi
has as good a c1·oss-section, but the Knights
of Columbus too have "day-hops, dormies,
and majors from almost eve1·y department."
At one point the writer suggests that the
idea of fraternities being exclusive is not
true. Yet several sentences later he says
that Gamma Phi "demands only that you be
a Christian and, a student of Xavier." The
implications are obvious for Protestant,
Jewish, and foreign students of different
religions. However, a check of Gamma Phi's
constitution shows that "men of any belief,.
race, or creed who are not members of
organizations detrimental to the existence
of'the Catholic Church or the United States
of America" may apply for membership.
Although our writer asserts that "no 011e
has ever been excluded or blackballed,"
the Gamma Phi constitution, nonethele!:s, ·
makes membership subject to a two-thirds
majority. This is not the usual process for
most campus clubs.
If this issue of recognizing fraternities
must be decided, we maintain a student
vote should be taken. We still believe that
no fraternity system can duplicate the
fraternization already possible on the Xavier
campus .

N etl'S Ke.,iews • • •

Henry IV, Part I
by Richard Grupenholl
The biggest obstacle w h i c h
must be overcome when doing
one of Shakespeare's pl a y s especially an historical play-is
that of rendering it understandable and entertaining to the theatre audience. The XU Masque
Societ.y, in presenting their second play of the cunent season,
Henry IV-Part I, does indeed
put forth a valid effort to do
just that.

better than I was before I took
my seat. Frequently he showed
signs of briHiance with which he
could cat.ch the respect and admiration of the audience, but all
too frequently th is brilliance
faded quickly to the point where
(were he not playing opposite
Falstaff), he could easily be
considered to be performing a
minor role.

Thomas Brinson, who played
the part of Hotspur, showed
above average ability in his role,
and deserves some sort of recHenry IV-Part I is one of ognition-were it not for one
Shakespeare's better-known his- or two poorly played scenes. One
torical plays, for not only is it of these scenes came when ht>
an intriguing drama, but it also bids farewell to his wife, Lady
employs the almost unbelieve- Percy, in an interpretation which
able character of Sir John Falstaff, one of Shakespeare's g1·eat- particularly annoyed me. I perest comical characters. Jt is the sonally do not think that it was
story of the events which take Shakespeare's intent to have his
place prior to England's· War of lords and ladies of nobility practhe Roses, based· on the rebelJion tically dTooling over each other.
in western England by Henry
Percy (Hotspur·) against King It seeme<l as if they were. rat her
two characters indulging in a bit
Henry's crown.
of bal'l'oom bawdiness. I doubt
Needless to say, the presentaif Shakespeare wanted to have
tion was not the finished product ·
his ladies treated. like common
of genuine Shakespearian theabarmaids·- or worse. Nor was
tre. At times, the players seemed
Hotspur porh'ayed as lively and
to move the audience and hold
charming as I sh o tt Id think
their emotions, as witnessed by
Shakespeare intended him to be.
the tavern scene and battle seThroughout the play he was porquence, which showed much
trayed as the incorrigible villain.
more polish than most of the
His everlasting bitterness and
other scenes.
overused sneer did not seem
worthy of the hero's salute given
The opening s cc n e dragged,
partially due to the fact that it to him at his death by J>rince
was plagued by the poor acting Hal, when he said, "Fare thee
well, great heart!"
and inaudibility of some of the
eharacters. Only with the apSome scenes were rewarding,
peai·ance of Falstaff and Prince
however. The battle between the
Hal did the play seem to get oft two factions which takes place
the grnund and take some s01·t of on the plains of Shrewsbury, was
shape. Gel'ald · Bamman, po1·traywell executed with the help of
ing Prince Hal, the wayward
some errie lighting e!!ects. The
son of . Henry JV, registered an
audience was deprieled oC viewup-again down-again performance which left me feeling no
(Continued on page 11)
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Letters ,~to the
Judge Frats
On The Facts
Dear Sir:
I wish to make several remarks about your editorial on
fraternities which appeared last
week. I feel that you did not
fully p1·esent the picture.

First of all let me say that beeause an organization carries ·the
name of "fraternity," this does
not necessarily mean that this
organization is like the fraternities of the late '20s. It is unfortunate that the name "fraternity" automatically brands as
• clique of beer-guzzling, rowdy
individuals any group of people.
This is seldom true, and certainly
false in the case of the two ofCcampus groups at Xavier, Gamma Phi and Pi Alpha Phi.
Second, the accusation that
fraternities will produce groups
of "in's" and "out's" is based on
totally worthless principles. I
can point out the fact that Gamma Phi's membership represents
a belte1· cross-section of the Xavier enrollment than any other
organization. There are dayhops. dormies, and major~ from
almost every department. Anyone can pledge and no one has
eve1· been excluded or blackballed.
Surely if you condemn fraternities because of their selectiveness (which is not tme),
then you must by this same principle condemn almost every other campus organization~the regional clubs who insist that you
live in a particular town, the
Clef Club who accepts only those
it thinks can sing, the Alpha
Sigma Nu who elects only a select and exclusively few each
year, the Knights of Columbus
who insist you buy insurnnce,
. and many, many more. Yet
Gamma Phi demands only that

Edito~-',,

you be a Christian and a student al Xavier.
The benefits from fraternities
are many: service to the university (few people know that
the field decorations at Homecoming a1·e fakcn car.e of by
Gamma Phi), service to the community in the form of Christmas
baskets for the needy and clothing drives, and service to the individual member in the form of
socials, religious, and athletic activity on a well organized basis.
I only hope that the students
of Xavier will get aU the facts
before making a decision, one
which will have great effect on
Xavier's future.

Sincerely,
Thomas W. Petrie, '63.

XU Decision
Needed Protest
Dear Sir:
The following is a letter that
I received from a friend, Mary

Vailla, a staff member of the
Young Christian Students. It is
an example of some of the pub•
lie feeling, outside of Cincinnati,
concerning our attendance at the
segregated Sugar Bowl Tournament.

And any students in that Cafholic college who allow this to
happen a1·e also by their silence
and apathy participating in these
immoralities. There s e ems no
way-within this corporate mystical body of Christ~that we can
escape the guilt that is ours-by
our refusal to s pea k and act
against system which hurt people-hurt our brothers.
Do let me know whether Xavier is still to play and whether
there is the possibility of protesting this. , • .'

Campus Santa
Failed Boys
Dear Sir:
Oddly enough, Santa Claus
made an early appearance on the
Xavier campus. Weeks before
Christmas, he could be seen
dressed in his bright red vest
and chewing on the unlit pipe
clasped between his teeth. Santa's mission was to deliver an
invitation to all the giood little
boys to attend the leadet~ship
conference. For the naug1hty, he
had only the apology, "Sorry,
my helper and I didn't know you
existed. Maybe next year."

James Pelikan.
"
. By the way-Bill Hansen
of SNCC tells me that Xavier
will play in the S u g a r Bowl
against Alabama and Ole Miss.
If this is so, it would seem to
demand from the Christian of
integrity--' some response, some
protest. For a Catholic school
to participate in any activity and
compromise under the accepted
practices of segregation (Will
any Negroes on Xavier's team
be able to play, or go? If so
where can they eat and sleep?)
-or for this school to even contract with any institution that

Xavier Runs Second To
Notre Dame In Tourney

Members of &he XaYler 1Jm1Yel'lllV &Ille Team tab •P Uaelr
pasi&ions on Ille firms lme al Ole Wabll IDvl&allonal Tournament
beld las& weekend In Ole Xavier Armor,.. Lef& &a rlsbl an Denala
()balk, &eam caplala, . J . - Baller, Lawreaee Meis, aad .James Faller.
Notre Dame University, with a
team score of 1417 'points, took
the first place team trophy at
the 6th Annual Walsh Invitational Tournament. Xavier Uni•
ver;;ity too~ second place and the
Unive1·sity of Kentucky came in
third.
Seventeen teams representing
nine universities participated in
the two-day rifle match held at
&be Xavier Universit,y'a Arm017,

explicitly states as its policy the
exclusion of Negroes - means
that this Catholic school is participating in and even sanctioning this institution's use of immoral prnctices.

These teams participated in individual and team competition.
In i n d i v i d u a 1 competition,
Hickey from Notre Dame University captured the first place
ti·ophy, Bob Hewald of Xavier
University came in second while
third place went to Stuebing of
the University of Cincinnati.
The trophies were awarded by
Miss Elaine Fisher, Honorary
Cadet Colonel for the Xavier
ROTC Cadeta.

Sincerely,
John Flanagan,
Vice President,
XU Jazz Club.
Ed. note: If Mr. Samuel
Konibski

will identify

C.

himself,

the NEWS will be happy to print
his

letter.

Our

policy dictates

that tile name of the sender must
appear on any le t t er to

be

printed. Tile name may, however, be withheld on request.

Get Ri·d Of Di.sdai·n Foi·
Lattn
• Amer1ca,
• says p r1est
•
"Latin Americans have recently begun to feel. the pressures
of poverty. They are beginning
to see that their poverty is an
injustice and· is unnecessary. We
must realize that these people
arc becoming consciously poor,
angerly poor, and rebelliously
poor." Rev. John J. Considine,
M.M., d i rec t or of the Latin
American Bureau of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference,
Washington; D. C., made this
comment in his lecture at Xavier
University on December 5.
Speaking in the final presentation of bhe Xavier Forum lecture
sel'ies, Father Considine pointed
out that Latin America, as a
geological division, is definitely
an area of mass poverty. "The
average family income in the
United States is three thousand
dollars a year; the average family income per year, however,
in Latin America is three hundred and fifty dollars." If we
do not include the small group
of very wealthy in these statistics, he added, we find that
the average. family in the remaining· population makes one
hundred and fifty dollars a year
or three dollars a week.
The basic reason for the poor
economy in Latin America, Father stated, is that almost seventy-five per cent of the popufation is concerned solely with
agriculture. F a th er continued
that in the United States, there
is one on the farm for every
fourteen to fifteen in the urban
areas; however, up to recent
years in Latin America, there
has been one in non-agriculture
for every three in agriculture.
The recent bi1·th of the industrial revolution in Latin America
lias produced a population movement towards the city, but it bas
not been an adjusted movement
for there has been a serious lack
of preparation for these people,

R. Paul Nelson

I

. Of Notes and Quotes

Today's the day we all go
Jlomc! Some will read this on
the train as they speed through
the countryside; others will read
this in airplanes as they glide
through the clouds; but t here
will always be a few who will
read this while they are driving.
If you enjoy reading while
you drive I would suggest: one,
you're crazy; two, wear a crash
helmet; three, as you go through
you r windshield try and fly
holding half the X.U. NEWS under your left arm and half under
your right.
The po we r f u 1 Treasurer's
Committee will meet with the
Postmaster General after rc.ceiving threatening letters through
the ·mail these past two weeks;
Pressure tactics were used two
years ago and forced members
into coming to these meetings,
Oh, by the way, the originator
of that action was Santa Claus.
Santa should also write the
Xavier Schedule Committee for
Athletics. Due to a stroke of
genius or blindness, X.U.'s out of
town students were home for
Thanksgiving when the U'.C.
football game was held. So it's
only one game you say.
Let's look at the home schedule of basketball games! While
we're home for Christmas the
Muskies play Jacksonville, Seattle, and Boonies. You'll have
to start back early to catch Dayton at the Gardens on the 3rd.
Now add up, the ball games you'll

Pare Three

miss at semester brenks ;md multiply by the weaker teams we
do play at the Fieldhouse equals
one smile, two clenched fists.
The next time somebody complains about s ch o o 1 spirit ask
them where you can show it. It
they suggest the library, tell

'em to ••••
Enough! Have a s w in gin g
Yule and rem~mber, "The Spirit
of Christmas is not in a bottle."
Another quick tip for New
Year's, "Gasoline and alcohol do
rnix-Jbut they taste like hell."

Lawyers~to-be

Invited ·to WRU
Law Program
A special program for students
planning to enter law school will
be held on Thursday, December
27, at Western Reserve University in Cleveland,
Starting at 1:30 p.m. fn the
moot courtroom of WRU's
School of Law, the colloquium
will include a discussion of the
necessary qualifications for the
study of law and the various opportunities in the practice of law.
The program is free and open
to all students. For additional information write to Pre-Law Colloquium, Room 3, 2040 Adelbert
Road, Cleveland 8, Ohio.

asserted -Father. "Hundreds or
thousands have neither job nor
home In each of the big cities.
Lima, Peru, bas slums or 0\'Cr
a quarter of a million people.
The cities so far have simply not
absorbed them. And what is most
alarming Is that the situation Is
not changing very rapldh': in
fact, It is practically constant."
Father Considine emphasized
that the single handicap in our
strngglc to aid Latin America is
the opinion the people of the
United States have towards Latin America in general. Father
stated that there is an unconscious disdain for our southern
neighbors, a smothered feeling
that they don't know how to run
business, government, and their
own lives.
"There is . a selfish reason,"
Father argued, "why we should
chance this attitude and It is tha&
we, as a nation, need Latin
America. No nation, no matter
how powerful It Is, ean be an
Island. And for a higher pur•
pose, we should change this attitude beeause they are a part
of the human family. They are
an earnest and thoughtful people who have been less fortunate
than we. They are fellow C?thollcs hut we would still work for
them II they were Moslems.''
Father Considine continued
strongly, "Let's get rid of this
notion of shame for these people
as Catholics. There are as many
class "A" Catholics in Latin
America as in the United States.
Of the forty million Catholics
in the United Slates, here are
approximately twenty million
class "A" Catholics, that is people who live vigorous Catholic
lives and who allow this spirit
to flow over onto others. We
could estimate the number of
class "A" Catholics in Latin
America at twenty to thirty mil•
lion."
Cuba and Latin America
"For the first eighteen months
after Castro came to power and
revealed himself as a leftist,
fifteen to forty-five per cent or
Latin America showed leanings
toward Cuba, Castroism, the left,
and ultimately towards Communism," stated Father Considine.
"There were angry men who had
nothing and looked towards Castroism and Communism as the
solution of their problems."
Father Considine asserted that
the movement now, however, is
away from the feeling that Castroism will be permanent in
Latin America. The Communist
cause was set back heavily in
Latin America, said Fa~her Considine, when Chairman Khrushchev, on President Kennedy's
ultimatum, decided that Cuba
should not be the battlefiecl between the East and the West.
"All Latin America realized
that the Kremlin was merely
using the small J,atin Amt>rican
island as a decoy in their world
strategy;"·
Father Considine is the author
of ten books and numerous magazine a1·ticles. The latest of his
books is "Fundamental Catholic
Teaching on the Human Race,"
which has been published by
Maryknoll Publications.
Until his Washington appointment Father served as Professor
of Contemporary World Affairs
at Maryknoll Se m i n a r y, and
Publications D i re ct or of the
Maryknoll Society. Holding editol'ial and advisory posts with
various international organizations, he is a member of the
Council on Foreign Affairs and
the National Advisory Council of
the Peace Corps.
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Sugar Bowl Classic In New 01·leans
Highlights Holiday Cage Schedule

KEN'S KORNER
by Ken Czillinger, NEWS Sports Editor

SUGAR BOWL . . . By the time the next issue of the NEWS is
pubfohed on Jan. 11, the Musketeers will have played 13 basketball games .. The Sugar Bowl Classic in New Orleans highlights the
"Chrlstmas vacation" schedule. Xavier meets Auburn in the first
round of the tourney on Friday night, Dec. 28.
The Sugar Bowl Classic should be one of the best Christmas
tournaments in the nation. Auburn, Mississippi State and Houston
arc all highly-rated basketball teams. The Muskies will have to play
top-notch basketball to whip any of these squads.
I do not think that the mere presence of Xavier University in a
h1•lirtay tournament Increases the University's athletic prestige. Our
athletic reputation was certainly not enhanced last year, when Tennessee shocked the l\l11skles in the Kentucky Invitational Tournament. Xa,·ier's great effort the night before against Kansas State was
prai:tically forgotten after the Tennessee debacle.
Xavier must give a very good account of itself in the tourney, it
it is to inc1ease its athletic prestige. If we fail to perform up to ,ex-

pectations, the only benefit will be financial.
Our prime rea·son for entering any regular-season tournament
should be lo WIN that tourney. Cincinnati didn't accept two bids to
the Holiday Festival in New York for the purposes of sight-seeing.
The Bearcr1ts' prime reason for entering the holiday tourney was to
·increase their prestige by winning the tourney. The financial angle
is also considered. But I'm sure UC would rather have received a
small sum of money and finished first than to have received a large
check and finish among the also-rans.
So when Xavier enters a Christmas tourney, an all-out effort to
win first place should be expected. Sight-seeing, attending the Sugar
Eowl football game and other extra added attractions ought to be
con>idered as minor events.
THERE JS NOTHING LIKE A ROAD GAME, NOTHING JN THE
WORLD . . . The Muskies must make an abmpt about-face on the
road, if they are to have a successful basketball season. The 'fennessee game on Dec. 5 brought back memories of last season. Xavier
had a sad 1-10 road mark in 1961-62. In the ten games that XU Jost
away from home, the Muskies were ahead at halUlme on four occmsions, were tied once, trailed by one, two and three points in a
trio of other contests. Only at Louisville and at Buffalo against St.
Bonaventure were the Muskies way behind at the half. U of L Jed
XU, 41-27, at intermission. 1'he Muskies rallied and were down by
just 5, 47-42 early in the final half. But then, as so often is the
case on the road, Xa\•ier collapsed and Louisville won easily, 85-60.
Against the Bonnies, X trailed 37-27 at the half. The Muskies
fought back and narrowed the margin to 41-35 early in the second
h:il f. Again the big collapse. Xavier led Dayton, Detroit, Tennessee,
and St. Joseph's (Pa.) at the encl of 20 minutes of play, but with
partisan crowds (including a pro-Tennes~ee throng at L<'Xington)
cheering their favori!es, the home clubs battled from behind and
the Muskies wilted.
XU and Western Kentucky were even 35-35 at the half in their
g;ime at oBwling Green. Western came on strong in the last half to
win, 88-83. Illinois was on top of XU, 34-32 at intermission. Once
more Xavier.weakened in the last half and lost, 81-69. It was Miami
31-X 30 and Kani;as State 31-X 28 at. halftime. Xavier gained the
upper hand in the final 20 minutes of these two contests. Unfortunately. the Musketeers were not able to maintain their leads and
eventually bowed to Miami and Kansas Slate.
Xavier got off on the wrong track this season when Tennessee
overcame a 30-26 halftime deficit, held X to 18 points in the final
20 minutes, and rolled to a 63-48 victory.
THE SECOND HALF COLLAPSE has been the cause I>! numerous Xavier defeats on the road. The Muskies will never be a ~e~lly
good basketball team until they. can prove themselves on the .. r~ad.
FACTS AND FIGURES-Their teammates think very highly of
the Lehman brothers. Ken, XU's great center-linebacker, was elected
co-cnptain of the 1963 Musketeer grid eleven. Meanwhile, Ken's
brother Bob was being chosen cap_tain of next yem"s Notre Dame
football squad. Bob Lehman is a lineman too .• , ,
.... Last Saturday at noontime the football recruiting season in
the Southeas!ern Conference officiall.Y began. It didn't take Louisi1111a Slate Jong to get moving. By 11 :00 p.m. Coach Charlie McClcndon had already released to the news media the names of 25
Mrir.klcrs who had signed grants-in-aid to L.S.U. Thus in one day
L.S.U. passed out almost as many scholarships as arc given out by
Xavier to incoming frosh during the cnt ire recrniting period.
.TIP OF THE HAT DEl'T. . . . To the Musketeer Club for the
excellent football banquet at the Carousel Motel. . . . To radio station WPFB Al\1-Fl\f for its superb coverage of Xavier's football and
basl<etball games. . , . To WCPO-TV for its local sports coverage
<luring ID62 nncl its proposed schedule of sporting events for 1963.
The le>lccnst of the Tangerine Bowl from Orlando, Fla. (Miami vs.
Houston) and the scheduling of 8 UC basketball games during the
l!l62-63 sea~on are two examples of WCPO's local coverage . . . . To.
'Bob Leuenberger, Bob Daumr.yer, Dick Kohls, Ken Lehman, Joe
l\follman and Wally Brynlarskl for the awards they reecived at the
football banquet..•• To co-captain Tom Albers of the XU baseball team for winning the Haskin Sells Scholar11hip award.
l'iUGGFSTED CllRIS'fl\IAS PRESENTS . . . For Tom Callalrnn,
11 30 year contract as annual Toastnrnslcr fo1· the football banquet.
. . . For Bernie Ausling and Frank St. Charles, Xavier's mcsscnge1·
boys-a motot· scooter, courtesy or the managewent of Milwaukee
County Stadium . . . . For Wally Bryniar~ki, a Medal of Honor, for
his bravery in the UC game . . . . For Ollie Lynch, 3 cases of 14-K.
. . . For Ed Biles, a successful recruiting season .. , . Fo1· the basketball team, first place in the Sugar Bowl tourney . . • . For the
baseball, tennis and golf teams, recognition . . • • And finally for
assistant grid coach Art Hauser, a new helmet.
(Continued on Page 6)

Xavier's appearance in th e
Sugar Bowl Classic in New Orleans, La., is the highlight of the
holiday portion of the basketball
schedule.
This will be XU's eighth appearance tn a Christmas or holiday tournament. Jn their first
holiday tourney, the Queen City
Invitational at Buffalo, N. Y., in
1955, the Musketeers copped first
place. Xavier whipped Niagara,
H-63; St. Bonaventure, 95-86,
and crushed Georgia Tech, 92-67.
In their last six holiday tourneys, the Muskies have been unable to finish in the top spot. Jn
1956 XU was unsuccessful in defending its Queen City title.
Oscar Robertson
Oscar Robertson sparked the
Cincinnati Bearcats to a 79-68
victory over Xavier for the Cincinnati Invitational championship- in 1958. Also in '58, Xavier
participated in the All-College
tourney. The Muskies were top
seeded in the eight-team field.
After whipping- Oregon in a
first round game, 68-57, X Jost
two in a row to wind up in
fourth position. Oklahoma City
and Bowling Green trimmed the
Muskies.
Xavier tried its luck in the
Hu1Ticane Clasic at Miami, Fla.,
in 1959. Host five Miami toppled XU 87-69 in the first 1·ound.
Coach McCaCferty's five bounced
back the next evening to take
third place with an 86-74 conquest of Florida's Gators.
In 1960 Xavier headed north
for the Motor City tourney held
at the University of :Detroit. A
hustling Colorado S t a t e team
caught the Muskies napping and
spoiled XU's ch a n c es for the
championship by posting a 71-65
first 1·ound victory.
Xavier salvaged another third
place tourney finish by annihilating Ivy Le ague foe Yale,
'12-39,
The Musketeers journeyed to
Lexington, Ky., last year Jor the
University of Kentucky Invitational Tournament. X gave national power (at that time),
Kansas State, a rugged battle before succumbing, 75-67.
Xavier put on one of its worst
basketball displays of all time in

How to spend a weekend
in Chicago far $15
ii'·"'~'.7°"""'.-'··

·-i.'

Auburn First Foe
The Auburn Tigers are Xavier's i n i ti a 1 opponent in the
Sugar Bowl Classic. A u burn
ended up right behind the league
leaders, Kentucky a n d Mississippi State, in the Southeastern
Conference last season with an
11-3 record.
Coach Joel Eaves lost only
one starter and has the SEC's
best shooter and one of the top
rebounders in 6-7 senior center
Layton Johns.
Johns is flanked by 6-6 Mack
Kirkland and 6-2 Billy Tinker.
Kirkland and Tinker are seniors.
At guards Eaves will probably
start 6-0 Junior Larry Chapman
and either 6-1 junior Larry Cart,
a Junior college transfer, or 6-2
junior John Blackwell.
Auburn uses the "shuffle offense" in which the team moves
off a weave, working aJI five
men in and out of the pivot and
off the sides and corners, relying on screens to shake loose.
Defensively, the Tigers were
second in the country last season, ranking behind Santa Clara.
Auburn gave up 52.3 ppg,
·
Xavier and Auburn clash at
8:30 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 28.
The tourney is held at Loyola
(South) University Fieldhouse.

Mississippi State.Houston
In the second g a m e of the
opening round, Mississippi Slate
opposes Houston. Both teams are
highly-rated squads.
Mississippi State shared the
Southeastem Conference · t i t I e
last year with Kentucky. The
Maroons had a H-1 mark; their
lone defeat was 100·86 at the
bands of Vanderbilt.
Mississippi State recorded a
49-44 win over Kentucky at Lexington for one of its finest wins
Qf the season.
This year's club looks just ns
strong as last season's. Coach
Babe McCarthy has four starters
returning. All-Americans W. D.
Stroud (15.9), Leland Mitchell
(16.6), 6-4 Joe Dan Gold (13.1)
and 6-7 Bobby Shows (5.8) are
all back. Fifth man will be 5-10
junior Doug Hutton (9.5} who
saw a good deal of action last
season. .
Houston 1ost Its f I r s t four
guards from last year's team, but
adequate replacements are on
hand and Coach Guy Lewis can
look forward to a successful season.
Best Cougar is 8-7 pivotma·~
Lyle Harger who averaged 15.9
ppg, 6-4 Don Schverak (l5.5),
6-5 Folly Malone (9.6) and scrisational soph DeWayne Bon cl
are other talented Cougars.
Bond averaged over 21 markers per contest for last season's
frosh squad.
Houston had a very fine 21-6
record in '61-62 and went to the
National Invitational T o u r 11 ainent.
Lewis uses both a tandem post
and a single pivot.

ZIN O'S
PIZZA CARRY-OUT
E'or Your Eating Pleasure!
4222 MONTGOMERY ROAD

NORWOOD

Phone 631-6250
Open Daily 11:00 A.M. -

e
e
e

Saturday and Sunday 1:00 P.M.

PLAIN
e MANGOES
PEPPERONI
e ANCHOVIES
SAUSAGE
e BACON
e MUSHROOMS

All Ingredients Proeessed In Oar Own Ki&Clbea
Made Fresh Daily - Not Pre-Baked - Not Frcn:ea
COMPLETE LINE OF ITALIAN SANDWICHES
Spaghetti - Macaroni -~ Ravioli Cooked To Order
CALL FOR FAST PICK-DP SERVICE
Delivery Service On $3.0I Or More To All Dormltorletl

TOM CHIERRY

.

U •. of Kentucky
Lexington, Ky.
Says, "Any
student, man

I ~ .......;

or woman, can

stay at
Chicago's
YMCA Hotel
and enjoy a
weekend for
$15.00. Here Is
how I did it."

Fri. P.M.

its s t r u g g I e for third p1aee
against pesky Tennessee. Trail•
ing throughout the game, the
Volunteers never quit, eventually caught and passed XU, and
won the ball game, 75-70.
This was Tennessee's first victory of the season and one of just
four the Vols could accumulate
in 23 games.

Drink to your

health and success!

Dinner at YMCA Hotel $1.15
Chicago Symphony
2.50
Coke
.10
Room at Y Hotel
2.78

Sat. A.M. Breakfast al Y Hotel
Ari Institute Tour
lunch at Bamboo Inn

.58
Free
1•.olS

Sat. P.M. Nat. Hi•I. Museum Tour Free
1.1 S
Dinner at Y Hotel
Sat. nite dance, Y Hotel .10
•.olS
Cake date
loom at Y Hotel
2.71
Sun. A.M. llfeakfasl al Y Hotel · .51
Wonhip at Central Church
1.35
lunch al Y Hotel
Sun, P.M. Bock lo campus

MEN • WOMEN •

French Bauer Homogenized Milk is the

Total $1-4.97

only milk in this area that, day in and day

FAMILIES

out, is vacuum processed for perfect taste!

Stay at Chicago's

YMCA HOTEL
826 South Wabash

at the edge of the Loop
•••-4llle11S '" 2,HI

I

'""

SUI .....

W1ite for 1e1ervatio1t1 Of coll WA2·3113

French Bauer
WIDELY KNOWN AS THE BEST!
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Pare Five

Xavier's Road Jinx Continues As
Vols, Griffins Chalk Up Victories

On bis way to his best-ever
year, LEO McDERMOTT suffered a painful ler injury In the
<Janislus came. B e f o r e beinc
sidelined. Lee bad been one of
the Muskies' f e w eonslstently
cood performers.

Bir BOB PELKINGTON bas
been brUllant, even in defeat, for
the Musketeers &bis season. Bob
bas anrared 18.1 ppr (94 points
hi 5 games) and bllied 20, 24,
and 2'7 points respectively in X's
three road losses.

.Frosh Host Two AAU Clubs;
Then Get 10-Day Vacation
While the rest of the ·school
After this rame the team will
will be enjoying a well deserved
be elven a week and a half off,
Christmas vacation, Coach Ru·
but &hey will be back early to
berg's freshmen basketball team praetlee for &be battle with Daywill be preparing to get into the ton's Janlor Flyers at &be Garmeal of their schedule.
dens on Jan. 3.
On December 15. the first day
Armco will be the next oppoof vaeation, tile baby Muskies nents, ~s they will meet the Muswill play i.-. to <Joea-<Jola's kies in a Sunday afternoon game
A.A.U. ent17. This will be the .on Jan. 6. Last year Armco went
first meetlnc between these &we down to a 74-70 defeat.
teams; however, Coea-Cola ts
On Jan. 9; C o a e b lluberr's
one of the better A.A.U. teams squad will take to. the road for
in the area,
the first time. The site will be
Two nights 1 a t e r, the team Covington, Ky., where Villa Mawill endeavor to avenge one of
donna will play host. Villa Mathe most discouraging defeats donna may be small but they are
administered to last year's quin- fighters. Last year the two teams
tet. The Junior Muskies had just split the series with Villa takinr
beaten Morehead State's and the season's opener 64-61, while
Dayton's freshmen teams by big X.U. won 88-69 at the Fieldscores. Then Bud's Cafe upset house.
Ruberg's boys, 86-82.
Going into last Wednesday's
The only heartening t h i n g
about the game was the fact that game with Louisville, the startSteve Thomas scored 37 points ing lineup still cons i s t ed. of
tying Tom Freppon's school rec- Cooper, Gorman, H o I b r o o k,
ord. A week later Thomas broke Rombach and Wamback. Howthe record with a 40 point effort ever, the white team (second
in the 86-77 victory over U.C.'s string) is looking impressive.
One closing remark on the seafreshmen. Larry Chanay and
Jody Whitehead, who had 27 and son opene1· with C.G.E. It is be19 points respectively last year, lieved that the fre~man squad
will be the men to watch on the set a first-game record with a 100
points against Gas and Electric.
A.A.U. entry.

Unstoppable B i 11 O'Connor
pumped in 39 p o i n t s to help
Canisius register an 87-83 triumph over the Musketeers last
Saturday night at Buffalo, N. Y.
O'Connor, a 6-5 senior, canned
15 of 24 field goal efforts and
cashed in on 9 of 1'7 charity
tosses.
The game was not as close as
the score indicates. Actually, the
home-standing Gr i fr i n !: commanded a 79-64 margin with less
than 6 minutes to go.
Futile Spurt
Down 87-75 with 60 seconds
remaining, the Muskies put on
a futile spurt, tallying eight
straight points.
Bob Pelkington starred for X,
before fouling out. midway In .the
last half. Bob hit 10 of 16 twopoint tries and added 4 of 5 free
throws for 24 points. Pelkinrton
also led both clubs In rebounding
with 13, &his despite the fact &hat
he played only about 30 minutes.
Leo McDermott followed Pelkington with 22 points, Joe Geiger
had 15.
Canisius placed three players,
besides O'Connor, in double figu1·es. Tony Gennari totaled H,
Dick Mcclory 13, and Tom Chester 10. ·
The defeat was the Muskies'
second of the season, their second in a. row on the road, and
was their twelfth road loss in the
last thirteen away encounters.
Tennf!!llee Spoils
Tennessee's Volunteers spoiled
Xavier's ideas for revenge on
Dec. 5 by slapping the Muskies
with a 63-48 defeat.
The Vols, whose head eoacb,
Ray Mears. was In Florida for
treatment of a nervous condition.
presented assistant c o a c h Bill
Gibbs with his third consecu&ive
victory.
XU wanterl to get even with
Tennesse·e for a disastrous loss
suffered to the Vols in the Kentucky Invitational Tournament
last yeur.
Tennessee raced to an early
ten point lead, but the Muskies
rallied and took a 30-26 lead to
the dt"essing room at the half.
The game was nip and tuck for
the initial 9 minutes of the sec-
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ond half. A bucket by Bob Pclkington knotted the count at 42-42
midway in the stanza.
At this juncture the Vols really went to work. In the rinal 11
minutes, they allowed XU just 6
points. Durin1t this same stretch
the Vols were tossing 21 markers through the hoop.
Danny Sch u I t z and A. W.
Davis canned 22 points ench fm·
the winners. Bob "Bear" Pclkington topped X with 20.
The Musketeers had a miser-

able shooting night. Joe Gc'~er
hit only 4 of 13 from the field,
Steve Thomas 3 of 12, George
Hollcnstcin 1 of 8 and Tom Fre1>pon 0 for 5.
Pclkington with 8 of 14 and
Leo McDermott with 6 for 11
were the lone Muskies to hit
well from the floor.
Pclkington led all rcbounclcrs
with 15 grabs.
In last year"s game with Tennessee, Xavier was in charge un(Continued on Page

(A111/1or of"/ Was a Term-af}C Dwarf', "The Ma1111
Loves of Dobie Oil/is", etc.)

DECK THE HALLS
When you think of Christmas gifts you naturally think of
.Marlboro cigarettes, lending seller in flip-top box in all fifty
stntes-ancl if we annex Wulcs, in nil fifty-one-and if we nn11ex Lapland-in all fifty-two. This talk about annexing Wules
and Lapland is, incidentally, not just idle speculation. Great
Britain wants to trade Wules to the United States for a desert.
Great Britain needs a desert desperately on account of the
t-Ourist trade. Tourists are always coming up to the Prime
Minister or the Lord Privy Seal or like that and saying, "I'm
not knocking your country, mind you. It's very quaint and
picturesque, etc. what with Buckingham Palace and Bovril
and Scotland Yard, etc., but where's your desert?" (Before I
forget, let me point out that Scot.land Yard, Britain's plnincloti1es police branch, wns named after Wally Scotland nnd
}'red Yard who invented plain clothes. The American pluinclothes force is culled the }?BI arter Frank B. lnchcliff, who
in\'entcd fingerprints. Before l\fr. Inchcli!T's invention, everybody's fingers were absolutely glassy smooth. This, ns you
may imagine, played hob with tlie identification of newborn
bt1bies in hospitals. From li91 until 1904 no American purcut

ever brought home t.l1c right baby from the hospital. This
litter became known ns the Bluck Tom Explosion.)
But I digress. J~nglancl, I was saying, wants to trade Wales
for a desert. Sweden wants to tmdc J.apland for Frank B. Inch·
clilT. The reason is that Swedes to this day still don't huve
fingerprints. As a result, identification of babies in Swecfo.;h
hospitals is so haplwzard that Swedes flatly refuse to bring their
babies home. Thern arc, nt. prcHcnt, nearly a half-billion unclaimed babies in Swedish hospitals-some of them well over
eight.y years oltl.
But I digrnss. We were spenking of Christ.nrns gift.s which
rwturully put us in mind of Marlboro ciµ;arcllcs. What could
Lie more welcome at Christmas time than l\forlboro's fl:n·or,
l\fal'lboro's soft p11ck, Marlboro's flip-top box'? What indeed
would be more welcome at uny time of ycur-wintcr or summer, min or 8hine, night or day'? Any time, any season, when
.YOU light a Marlboro you can 11lw11ys be certain that you will
get the same mild, flilYorful, completely comfortuble smoke.
There arc, of course, other things you can give for Christmas ·
besides Marlboro cigarettes. If, for example, you are looking
for something to give a music lover, let me call to your utten·
tion a revolutionary new development in phonogmphs-the
J.ow-fi phonogrnph. The Low-fi, product of years of patient
research, has so little fidelity to the recot"d you put on it that if,
for instance, you put "Stardust" on the turntable, "l\lelancholy
Baby" will come out. This is an especially welcome gift for
people who have g1·own tired of "Stardust".
),Jerry Christmas to all and to all a good night.
® IU62 MuBhuhn. .
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Pare Shi

Four Refreshing Honie
Contests On Tap Fo1· XU
Four home games arc sched11 lcd for the Musketeers. before
they dcp11rt for New Orle11ns and
the Sugar Bowl Classic. Saturday night Coach McCafferty's
crew opposes Jacksonville University at the Fieldhouse.
This will be the first meeting
between Jacksonville and XU.
The Dolphins have one truly
I!. r cat bnskctbnll pJnyer. He's
Roger · S t r i c k l a n cl, 6-5, 205
pound senior who h a i ls from
Jacksonville.
Top Vote-Getter
Strickl:ind averaged 32.6 points
per game J;ist sc11son. He was
the top Yole-gctter in the AP
nnd UPI College Division AllArnerica polls.
Seattle and "Space Age All-·
American" Eddie Miles come to

Cincinnati on Dec. 17. The Chiefs
are rated among the top 20 teams
in the land.
Coach Vin Cazetta's five ran
up an 18 won-9 Jost record last
season and the basketball flag
is flying high again this season.
Miles ripped the cords at a 22.3
ppg clip in '61-'62. Miles has
been named to t·he Third Team
All-American squad selected by
SPORT magazine.
The 6-il senior is one of the
most accurate outside shooters in
the nation. Miles n e eds little
room, or time, tn get off his longrange righthamled jumpers and
he can connect consistently from
25 lo 30 feet out. He shot i&7.8%
last year.
XU-St. Bonaventure
Coach Larry Weise leads his

l\eu's Korner

Student Tickets ·
Students must piek up their
tickets for the XU - Dayton
rame by 12:00 (noon) on
Thursday, Jan. 3. The rame
will be played at Clneinnatl
Gardens the nlrbt of Jan. 3.
Student11 may get their free
tickets on Friday, Dee..U between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
at the Fieldhouse ticket offi.ee.
Companion ticket cost $2.00.

B on n i es of St. Bonaventure
against Xavier on Wednesday,
Dec. 19, at the Fieldhouse.
Although the Boimics lost four
starters from last year's team,
they are rated as one of the top
powers in the n a ti o n. Fred
Crawford is back a It er being
bedded down for a year with
tuberculosis.
Last season the underdog Bonnies shocked XU, 79-57, at Buffalo. This contest wa.§.. a "tipoff" of things to come for Xavier. The defeat at the hands of
the Bonnies was the first of ten
road losses lor Xavier.

(Continued from Page 4)
JACK 'fllOBE, co-captain of last :year's basketball team and
the third highest scorer in XU cage history. has been on an
overseas tour with the Akron Goodyears basketball team. The
Tuneup Game
purpose of the tour is to demonstrate and teach basketball in foreign
Jn
a
tuneup
game before the
countries. It is hoped that the tour contributes to better underSugar Bowl, Xavier plays Hanstanding between the nations visited and the United States.
·
'fhe· Goodyears, selected by the State Department as goodwlll over on Saturday Dec. 22, at the
"ba .. ketball" ambassadors for the second consecutive year, dPparted Fieldhouse. The boys from Indiana should put up a tougher
cm October 17 for the Far East. The former collegiate stars play
fight than did Marian, but XU
about 20 games In nine countries during the two-month tour
should have no trouble winning
in addition to conductlni:- basketball clinics from Nationalist China-'11
st.ronghold on Formosa to Manila In the Philippines.
this one.
Through the auspices of the National AAU, Thobe and his teamAfter battling Hanover, Xama1es play games and conduct clinics in Thailand, Cambodia, Malaya,
vier prepares for the Sugar Bowl
Eunm1. Laos and Viet Nam. in addition to Formosa and the PhilipClassic, one of XU's toughest aspines. The team also makes overnight visits to Tokyo and Hong Kong.
signments of the '62-63 season.
"We cire extremely honored to be asked to follow up last' year's
tour of the Middle East with this trip," c. E. Bloedorn, director of
Akron Goodyear employees' adi\'lties, sr<ici. "The State Department feels that tours such as this contribute to better relations
A return to Schmidt Fieldbetween the United States and other 1;<11inns, and, although we
house was all the Musketeers
eertainly are not diplomats, I believe we do make some good points
needed to regain their winning
for our w<iy of life."
Last year in the Middle East. 1\kron won all 22 of its games ways.
Steve Thomas ana Leo Meagainst foreign competition. Later, team coach Hank Vaughn was
nsked to return to Turkey to assist that count1·y's national basket- Dermott t o s s e d in 17 point."
ball team.
apiece, as the Musketeers routea
"We don't know exactly what teams we will be pla:\'lnc at the previously unbeaten G a n n o n
different stops this year, but many will be national teams preCollege, 91-61.
paring for the world championship games in Manila In December,"
Bob Pelkington scored 13
Ccach ''aughn remarked. "Our a\•erage height of 6-5 will make ·points and grabbed 24 rebounds.
us fa\•orites wherever we play," Vaughn said, "but we hear that ·Joe Geiger and Tom Freppon
tile Philippines will knock our ears down."
also played well.
Other members of the Akron squad besides Jack Thobe are:
DetroU handed . the Muskies
Leon Hill of Texas Tech, Benny Coffman of Kentucky, Clyde Arnold
their
third consecutive road loss
of Duquesne, Terry Deems of Wittenberg, Jesse Williams of Maryland State, Dick Howard or Western Reserve, Thornton Hill of last Monday nll'h&.
Xavier led at halftime, 44-42,
Morehead State, Dick Davies of LSU and Bob McLaughlin of
Loyola (New Orleans).
but the Titans came on strong
in the final 20 minutes to win
Jack Thobe is an excelle11t ambassador for the U.S.A. Jlick is
twt. 011111 n fine baslcetbn/.I ployer, b11t he's also tops off the court as ·going away,
tvell. His fconily cmd his miiuersity sho11ld be proud of him.
As usual, X collapsed In the
second half, b e i n g outscored,
BF.FORE I FORGE'I'. MERRY CHRISTMAS, HAPPY NEW YEAR 51-3J.
AND TERRIFIC TERl\1-PAPERING TO ALL READERS OF THE
Bob Pelkington t o pp e d all
SPORTS SECTION.
.
scorers with 27 points.

Sport Shorts

•

EXTRA MONEY
Navy Veterans,
Men or Women
\

SUPPLEMENT YOUR
PRESENT INCOME
If You Are Yn-Pn or Rm
Call 861-1064 after 6 P.M.

•

•

XAVIER STUDENTS

LAUNDRY SPECIAL!
Shirts .

Fluff Dry
Nelv England
Bat
Manufacturing
Company

*

US East Sixth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

•

•

•

20 Cents Each
9 lbs. 75 Cents

Just Show Your Xavier I.D. Card

ASTOR LAUNDERERS, Inc.
THE STUDENT LAUllDRY

.Just Off !'lie Zaule• Campus

3112 R11di11. R..

• ... 281-11•

Flyers First 1963 Foe
For Home-Loving Muskies
Xavier's basketeers wait until Jan. 3 to ring in the New
Year. The Muskies face the Dayton Flyers at· Cincinnati Gardens. Co a ch Tom Blackburn's
Flyers are the defending NIT
champions. The Flyers dumped
St. John's for the 1962 title.
The Flyers' hopes for the '62'63 campaign 1·eceived a major
setback, when junior center and
MVP in the NIT, Bill Chmielewski, withdrew from school,
Chmielewski Gone
Chmielewski's loss leaves the
Daytonians with but two starters
remaining from the championship team. G a r y Roggcnburk
and Tom Hatton have graduated.
Gordy Hatton and Hal Schoen
are on hand for another season.
No team was more happy
see Roggenburk ret his collere
diploma than Xavier. Rog1renb11rk terrorized the Muskies for
three years. W h e n competinl'
against XU, Gary could do nothing wrong, His entire repertoire
of shots, both right-handed, ldthanded and two-handed, worked
to perfection against XU from
anywhere on the eourt.
G01·don H a t t o n, one of the
stars in the NIT, averaged 13.9
·ppg for the Flyers last season.
Besides Hatton and Schoen, 6-10
Bill Westerkamp, Chuck lzor,
-Jim Powers;'Dan Mueller, Ron
Anello and Don Smith figure
prominently in C o a ch Blackburn's plans.
'l'hree sophs are lnclucled on
the Flyer roster. They are Phil
Sherer, Bob Sullivan and Ralph
Steffa no.
Tom Blackburn
Dayton's mentor, Tom Blackburn, is one of the top coaches
in collegiate basketball. Jn JO
cf his 15 .coaching years at Dayton, Blackburn teams have won

'°

20 or more 1arnes. In all, his
squads have won 324 games and
Jost 121.
He bu ta•en 10 teams to tlle
NIT and six went to &be finah.
Last season was the first time
that the Flyers have won the
ehamplonshlp.
Except for the Holiday Festival in New York City next season, Dayton's name will be absent from alJ regular-season ancl
post-season tourneys. The Flyers
were recently put on a two year
probation by the NCAA. The
only reason that the Flyers· can
play in the Holiday Festival is
that the contract was signed before the two year suspension was
handed down by the NCAA.
Another interesting fact about.
Dayton basketball is that ror JZ
seasons the lieldhouse has been .
sold out for every &"ame and the
city of Dayton has taken tn UD
basketball more than any other
athletic program in the history of
the area.
The Muskies are in .action at
the Fieldhouse on Sunday, Jan.
6, when they host the Detroit
Titans. The rematch between the
.two Jesuit schools will start at
3:30 p.m., a novel tip'.'off time
lor XU basketball,

X-Vols
(Continued from Page 5)

til the last 4 minutes of the contest, X was in front 39-32 at
intermission.
The Vols kept fighting back
and took the lead for the first
time in the second half with
4:04 remaining. Two free tosses
by Sid Elliott boosted •.rent)essee into a 67-66 lead.
The Vols never trailed again
in the game, as a cheering crowd
urged them on to victory.
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the midst ot a war without an
nclequate army, we would clamol"
for the dismissal or our Secretary of Defense.

Col. Fazio Reviews Military
Tactics of Far East Crisis
only deal with the mi 1 it n r y
threat, but must build up the
confidence that the people have
Jost in him since the first crush·
ing defeats by the Chinese. The
Indians will follow thefr leader
loyally if they have faith in him.

By JO!lf!lth A. Welllen
The Jast few months have been

a time of erisis in the eo1d warwhich was suddenly not quite so
cold. First we were confronted
with the Cuban situation, an
imminent threat to world peace.
And now that that situation is
clearly being settled, the world
is faced with an inflamed JudoChinese border dispute, in which
Red China is acting like the
"imperialist West" is supposed

to act.
While we cannot ignore the
facts in this new crisis, it is
ec1ually important to see what is
their significance, their interpre1ation. To give the X.U. students
·an authoritative interpretation of
these events, the News interviewed Lt. Col Vincent F. Fazio,
Professor of Military Science at
·Xavier. Col. Fazio is well-equipped to give a clear interpretation of these events. Jn 1957-58,
he was a member of the Joint
'United States Military Advisory
Group to Thailand. From 1958
.to 1961, he was a member of
the staff of the Deputy Chief of
·Staff for Military Operations.
This, plus his long years of military experience, qualifies him to
speak on Far Eastern affairs.
For 1his article, Col. Fazio
answered questions submitted by
this reporter as follows:
Q. What· are the basic fricts
tl1at should be known concerning llldia's military situation?
A. India has a total of about
600,000 troops. A United States
· military mission, sent to inspect
the situation in India 1·eports
that they were equipped with
summer-type uniforms-certainly not meant to : be used in the
: · Himalayas-and, even more astounding, with arms belonging to
the World War I era. Nehru
apparently knows that under the
p1·esent state of readiness he is
in an impossible situation, and
consequently has a s k e d the
United States and the United
Kingdom for military aid.
Q. What tvill be the V. S.
T"esponse to this appeal?
A. It has always been the
policy of the United States to aid
any country in its fight against
Communism. We feel that we
have an obligation to aid any
country in this strait, not only
for their own safety, but also
to enhance and fl1rther our own
security.
Q. Will we send t r o o p s if

necessary?
A. It seems that if Nehru's intentions are honest, we would
consider sending all necessities
and maybe even units in order
to preserve India. After cill, we
have already sent air transports
along with the crews to operate
them. This is an indication that
we would send troops, for we
could just as easily have trained
lndian crews for these planes.
Q. What is the Red Chinese

picture?
A. Pitted against Jndia's 600,-

Q. Could we pos.~ibly mention
the dismissal oj Krisl111a Me1101i
as u move to rcgnin some conficlcnce?

p~,:E:~
>

L. ..

.:j

Lt. Col. Vincent F. Fasio
000 troops, f. h ere are about
2,000,000 troops that Mao TseTung can draw on. The troops
that came over the Himalayas
were clad in keeping with the
frigidity of the terrain. They are
equipped with modern equipment, not as modern as U. S. or
Russi<m equipment, but definitely
post-World War JI. Certainly
1.his would seem to indicate that
the Chinese are after something
more than settling ii border dispute which has been hanging fire
since 1959.

Jines are roughly 1,200 to 1,800
miles from the nearest Chinese
supply depots. They must employ
an army of trucks to deliver fuel,
ammunition, food and other supplies to the front lines-<md re•
ports indicate that over half of
the supplies are being used by
those delivering them in the convoying operntions.
Q. Co11ld this be the reason /OT
the so-called truce which Mno
proclaimed?
A. When evalu;iting Mao's ac·
tions, we must be very careful.
M<io is a good tactician, as is
proved by his overcoming that
formidable obstacle, the Himafoyas. We have an historical example of what he is capable of
doing. When President Truman
ordered General MacArthur to
stop his drive at the 49th par;.11lel, Mao used t.he respite to
draw back, re-group and resupply his forces, and begin a
dl'ive that almost pushed the
United Nations out of Korea.
This could very well be the reason for the truce that he declnred in this crisis.
Nehru then is rightly skeptical
of his motives. His suggestion
that the Chinese prove their sincerity by returning to the boundaries set up in 1959 is wise indeed.
Q. How hc1s this crisis affected
Nehru's politiccll stature?

A. Nehru's problem is definitely double-bnrreled. He must not

ALLRAI

"'

FOODS

The Shield al Quality
656 Eut McMillan

A. I think so. We have already
discussed the poor state of the
troops. Kee p i n g them well·
equipped was Mcnon's responsi·
bility. His foilme to keep a reasonable state of preparednessalong with his definitely antiWestern sentiments-led to his
dismissal, just as if the United
States suddenly .found itself in

A. I think it definitely will,
and it clearly shows how great
the split has become. The split
becomes more serious when you
consider that China attacked a
country which, at least, leaned
toward Russian-type communism.
Red China and her sole ally,
Albania. have long advocated the
blind alley npproach to Communist control of the world,
ignoring all obstacles. Russia has
shown a willingness to arbitrate
and to accept-at least for a time
-peaceful coexistence.
It is well-known. howel•er. that
the Russians accept as moral
anything which helps the state,
and so we must be constantly
awake tO Russian tactics. By
starting this war, Red China is

We must realize that Rw;sia
never intended to have any
satellite nation go off on its own
and start n war. It must retain
tight control of all maior clecisions, just as it showed in Cuba
where Cnstro \\'ns forced to give
in on every point acconling to
the Russian will. There is no
freedom of any kind in Communism. That is one of the reasons why China is having trouble
getting supplies into India for
her troops. Russia is only supplying China with enough equipment to keep the country unrkr
communist control. It lrns nnt
given Chinn sufficient air transport facilities to cnrry nrn~sive
amounts of supplies to i.1 \\'nr
front l 500 miles away.
(Continued on Page l:l)

Did you win a
Te111pesl?

Q. Then everytl1i11g is in fcWOT
of t.lic Reds?
A. By no menns. The front

MILLER'S ALL STAR
DAIRY

Q. Do you think this war will
l1ave any effect 011 the split be·
tween Moscow and Peiking?

going directly against the present
policy of Premier Khrushchev.
For just as Russia was barkinlC
down on the Cuban affair. China
voiced her opposition to that
movt' and began her own ofTensh'e war against India.

······.....:::
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America's hottest new
&ports convertible!

IMPORTANT! If you hold any of the 5 winning
numbers, claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans
Convertible in accordance with the rules on the
reverse of your license plate.

1. B·15934U
2.
3.
4.
5.

All claims for Tempests and Consolation
Prizes must be sent via registered mail. post·
marked by Dec. 26, 1962 and received by the
judges no later than December 31, 1962.

If you hold a consolation prize number, you win

A.063168
C625&41
BB98060
C479646

a 4·speed Portable Hi·fi Stereo Set, ''The Waltz" by
RCA Victor. Or, you may still win a Tempest! (See
official claiming rules on reverse of your license

CONSOLATION
PRIZE NUMBERS!

plate, and observe claiming dates given above.)

1. 8258729 6. C233412
2. C065695 1. C375972
a. A014505 8. 8398344
4.C403887 9. A487788
5. C001596 10. A121605

1'MG

.·PRIX50

Sweepstak•s .1o·r .colleges only

More than 50 times the chance to win than if open to the general public.

45 Te1npests to go!
Get set for the next lap". •• 10 more Tempests and
15 more consolation prizes! Pick up an entry blank
where you buy cigarettes. Enter now-enter often.
Any entry received by January 18th can win one of
the 45 Tempests still to go! Of course, entries
you've already submitted are still in the running!

EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS!
If you win a Tempest you may

r

choose instead a thrilling ex·
pense-paid 2-week Holiday iii
Europe-for two! Plus $500
in cash!

Get with the winners •••
far ahead In smoking satisfaction I
IE:E: THE: f'ONTIAC TfMPE:ST AT YOUR NEARBY PONTIAC D~URI

Pare Elrbt
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Leadership
Conference

•I

(Continued from Page I)

possibly there should be active
student political parties.
A!ler a half-hour break and
reception fot• all the guests at
South Hall, the participants reassembled for seminars on the
NSA (National S l u de n t Association) and the NFCCS (National Federation of Catholic
College Students). The NFCCS
discussion was led by Louise
Dougherty, a senior at Mount
St. Joseph and the chairman o[
the Ohio Valley Region of the
NFCCS, and Hank Schmidt of
Ecllarminc College, a regional
program director.
The main purpose of the
NFCCS, Miss Dougherty said, is
•·to represent Catholic college
students on various issues with
national and international impact," and is based on "the realization that for a complete ed•
ucation we must learn about and
a~lply our Catholic principles to
these problems." The discussion
centered on the annual regional
projects of the org·anization in
the area of social problems. Each
year, Miss Dougherty said, the
NFCCS regions conduct studies
and seminars on problems such
as u1·ban redevelo1>ment a-nd the
relocation of the displaced persons that it creates, industrial
employer-employee re 1 at ion•
ships, and so on. It publishes the
results of these projects and
makes known the opinions of
Catholic co 11 e g e students on
them. It was objected by some
Xavier students that, particular•
ly in view of the high dues of
the organization, these projects
could be carried out simply by
cooperation among local schools
and that other benefits of membership can be gotten from the
NSA; this point was disputed at
length, and the discussion-lasting until the end of the seminar
-was not resolved.
At the same time, the NSA
seminar was being conducted by
lVl<'i~rner, by NSA Coordinator
Jim Pelikan, and by the NSA
Coordinator at Western College
for Women, Peggy Cooper. First
tllf're was a discussion by Meiss'.'
ner on the organizational struc•
lure of the NSA. and then a talk
by Miss Cooper on why Western
bl'longs to NSA and how it op•
erntes on her campus. The re•
mainder of the seminar was a
question and answer session.
There followed a short break,
for the purposes or further informa I discussion and of looking
O\'Cr the displays which several
organizations-the NSA committee, the NAACP, the CIC, the
CDL, the Young Republcans, and
the Young Democrats-had put
1<Jqethet· in the foyer of Aller
Hall.
The entire group then rcconVPncd at about 5:00 in Kelley
H:JII for two informati,·e talks on
interracial problems, one given.
b.1· Mr. William Bowen, the president or the Cincinnati NAACP,
and one by Mr. William Schumacher, the president of the Cin•
cinna ti CIC.
Then Meissner took charge
once more, for the last half hour
of the Conference. Each person
present was given a card on
which any suggestion·s about this
or a possible future meeting Wel'e
to be written. As a final comment, more than 95% of those
present indicated that they felt
the Conference had been profit·
able and that they would wcleome a chance to take pal't in
another one.

Ed. Note: The car&oon on the left was drawn bJ' Mr. L. D. Warren.
etlllorial cartoonist for the NEWS' "lister publication," &be Cincinnati ENQUIRER. Mr. Warren's ear&ooa eomes as a respense lo a
NEWS Editorial in the November 30&b i•ae In which wc asked for
a moratorium on "all those editorial pare earloons" which feature
..lat men with wicked smiles always plackln&" tall feathers and
wba&not" from our ~aUonal s:rmbel. tile ea&"le. Tbe NEWS aiated it

believes &hat these "supereUIOM, ...•&"htJ'" srmbols elou• Olll' •••er·
atandlnr of &be enem:r position.
The cartoon on Ute rl&"ht was drawn by Ales MaeGre&"OI', NEWS
edHorial earloonlst. Tbere la reall:r aotllln&" a. werry about. Mr.
Warren baa an ample suppJ:r of tall feathers eolleeted tbroucb Gae
:rears. lo replaee &be mislln&" fea&ller' In our ear&ooa.

Action: Now under Ann• test, a Ford·deslgned glass filament torsion
bar that'• lighter, stronger, more ftexlble than steel
"Looks like you've got something ·there," the Army Tank
Command said in effect to Ford Motor Company engineers.
"Let's do a feasibility study on tracklaying military vehicles." 1
The story begins in 1957 when Ford engineers conceived
the idea of a plastic·bonded g,lass filament torsiori bar for
vehicle suspension systems. It was a revolutionary departure
from the use of solid steel. It promised dramatic weight
savings in battle tanks, in personnel carriers and other
military vehicles. For example, as much as 1,000 pounds
in medium tanks.
Compared to steel, the tubuiar-shaped glass filament com·
position has greater energy storage potential-is stronger
and more flexible under heavy load. It may well prove to be
the automobile suspension material of tomorrow ••• cars
suspended on glass I
Another example of engineering leadership at Ford and

new ideas for the American Road •.

MOTOR COMPANY'

'The American Road, Deilrborn, Michlg111
••ODUCTS FDll TM• A•llllCA• llOAO • THI HO•I
THI FAii• • t•DUaTllY o A•D THI A81 Of SPAC.
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State Dept. Sponsors
Sunitner Internship
Xavier University has b e en
honored by the United States
Department of State invitation
· to name a student for competitive selection to a Summer Internship. The job, which will last
from June 15 to August 31 (or
on government request to September 15 but no longer than
that), will take the student behind the scenes. The forty to be
selected from among the nominees of the compe:ting colleges
and universities will be given
important training and assignments to acquaint them with the
conduct of foreign policy. A committee of four faculty members
will choose Xavier's nominee.
The committee men are: Rev.
John Felten, S.J.; Rev. Chnl'les
Ronan, S.J.; Rev. Francis Johnson, S.J.; and Rev. Clifford Besse,
S.J.
Juniors and Seniors interested
in fmther information will find
clata and• application blanks at
the Hinkle Hall switchboard.
Demlline for filing application
and a 500-word essay described
in it is January 7, 1063.
Department of State
E!i'l"ibllity Requirements for
Summer Intern Program
The summer intern program
will be limited to students nominated by accredited colleges and
universities. Each college and
university m a y nominate one
candidate.

Nominees must:
... Be citizens of the United
Slates.
. . . Be bona fide students completing their junior or senior
year, and planning to return to
an accredited college or univc1·sity in the fall for a full year
of study.
. . . Be maintaining an over-all
grade average of B or better up
to and including the last guides
available (or the equivalent of a
B or better under a different
grading system) .

lcctec's scholastic record and ext.racunicular activities.
•.. A copy of the nominee's
college transcript.
... A 500 word essay by the
nominee as to why he or she desires summer employment in the
Department.
... Two copies of Form DSP34 completed by the nominee.
... Two copies of Form SF-57
completed by the nominee.
Xavier students should address
requests for further information
to Rev. Francis D. Johnson, S.J.,
Hinkle Hall, Xaviu University.
Simply phone or come over on
weekdays between 9:00 a.m. and
5:00 p.m. Probably it is best,
however, to make an appointment first, though not required.
The following materials are
<1uoted directly from the letter
of the United States Department
of State letter to the President
of Xavier Universiy. They set
forth the nature of an unusual
and exciting scholarly activity
available to some forty students
this summer.
"Next summer, !Jr the third
consecutive year, the Department
of State will sponsor an intern
program for outstanding junior
and senior college students interested in the conduct of foreign affairs. We hope to se1ect
forty students from as many colleges and universities to join the
Department !or the summer as
professional assistants. As last
year's experience demonstrated,

the interns will be able lo make
a real contribution to the clayto-day operation of the Department and at the same time gain
new insight into the formulation
and execution of foreign policy.
Briefly, the students chosen for
the program will be assigned to
substantive areas of the Department to assist in the performance of the duties of country
desk officers, research analysts,
economic officer~, and of the Department's Secretariat and Operations Center. They will also
participate in a progrnm of lectures and seminars."
"Students selected who will
have completed their junior year
by summer will be appointed at
the GS-4 level at salary of $4,110
per annum; those selected who
will have received bachelor degrees by summer will be appointed at the GS-5 level at a
salary of $4,565 per annum. The

ABE BAUMRING
PHARMACY
3618 M'ontgog.er,. lld.
Between Chico's and the

~hirt

Laundry

students will serve from June 15
through August 31; th cir appointments may be cxtcnclccl to
September 15."
"To be consiclcrcd for the prngram, students must be nominated by their college or university. Each partici1)aling inslitu1ion may nominate one student
using whatever method of selection it deems suitable. It is my
pleasure to request your support
ol this program and I hope your
student body will be represented
among the nominees. The eligibility requirements for the program and the procedure for makingi nominations are outlined in
the enclosure."
"In view of the time required
to administer the program we
have set January 15. 1963, as the
deadline for the receipt of nominations. Should you have any
c1uestions, I will be happy to try
to answer them."

Experienced Typist
Term Papers, Thesis, etc.
Call after 6:00 p.m.
Phone 331- 1769
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FAC Forme(l
For Frosl1
Freshman Officers this ~·<'ar
inaugurated a new program by
forming a Freshmen Aclvisnry
Committee. The F.A.C. con,;i.<ts
or about twenty-five men from
the freshman class who \\'ill advise the class officers, submit
ideas for class betterment. :rnd
develop school spirit in the
freshmen.
The F.A.C. has an objective
fo1· activating in freshmPn the
academic. cultural, religious, social and athletic aspects of the
university. The Committee \\'as
formed with the concept that all
freshmen should have a say in
activities planned for their class.
The first formal meeting was
held last Wednesday. Plans for
the freshman dance and a possible day or recollection were
discussecl. The tentative dale for
the dance is January 12.
Any member of the freshman
class can attend the meetings of
the F.A.C. and submit ideas or
criticism.

10°/o Discount On All Meals With This Ad
CHICO'S
363~

.._.

MONTGOMERY ROAD

ITALIAN AND AMERICAN FOOD
BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME
En.ioJ' a Late Breallf•t wiib us on Saturday and Sunday mornin&' (One block South of Dana Ave.)

Phone 531-9388
OPEN EVERY DAY FR.OM 11:00 A. M. TO 9:00 P. M.

. . . Have a modern language
proficiency or be in the second
year of a modern foreign fanguage course .
. . . Be able to write effectively •
• . . Be seriously interested in
pursuing a career (public or pi·ivate) in the field of foreign affairs.

Nomi~ations should be submitted by January 15, 1962. All
nominating colleges and universities will be notified of the re•
sults around Ma1·ch 1. Each nomination should be accompanied
by the following:
... A letter of recommendation
from the proper college or univcr~ity official, including a brief
explanation of the method used
to select the student 11omi11atcd,
as well as assessment of the sc-

JOBS IN EUROPE
Grand Duch.v of Luxcmbnurg,
Dec. a, 1962-Woulcl you like to
work at a Swiss resort, a Norwegian farm, a German factory,
a construction site in Spain. 01· a
summer camp in France'! Tho11~
nnds of paying s u 111 mer jobs
(some offering $190 monthly)
•11·c available in Europe to U. S .
.students.
'rhe Americnn Student Information Service, c.:lebrnting its
61.h Anniversary, will a w a 1· cl
TRAVEi, GRANTS to first 1500
applicants.
~,or a 20-page Prospectus, a
complete selection of :rnmmer
jobs in Europe, and Job Application form (enclose $1 for Prospectus, handling anci airmail reply) w1·ite: Dept. E, ASIS 22,
Ave de la Liberte, Luxemborg
City, Grand Duchy ol Luxeml.1u1.11·g. The first 8000 inc1uiries
i·eccive a $1 coupon towards the
purchase of the new student
travel book Earn, LeaT11 ancl
Travel in Europe.

You'l I smoke with a fresh enthusiasm
when you discover the cool ..air-softened"taste of Salem

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter. too

-

'
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Evening College Student
t'Cruises'' At 100 miles - hr.
by Carol Zerhuse11

Anyone for "cruising'' down
the rivN in an inboard hydro-

plane boat at. speeds in excess
of 100 miles per hour~ Well,
that's what Danny ·walls does for
PXeitcmcnt. This amatcut• sport
is a favorite hobby of Mr. Walls,
a re:;idcnt of Bellevue, Kentucky.
An employee of Proctet• and
Gamble. Dan is working toward
a general business degree al Xa•
vier University Evening College,
But during the summer, his interests broaden to include the
annual regattas around tl1e countr~·.

·,

The Organization of American
:Power Boats sanctions the various speedboat regattas throughout the year. Due to business and
family commiiments, Danny par•
ticipatrs only in those run during the summer season which
amounts to approx i ma tel y
twelve races a year.
In order to qualify for indi·
vidual races, the rookie driver
must perform in a test run before the ol'ficials at the local
race. "This first ride is rathct•
frightening,'' Dan admit~, "because one';: reflexes are nol built
up lo the speed."
Danny. a m cm be r of the
Northern Kentucky Boat Club,
first became interested in racing
in I fl-18 ns a service man when
he watched car races al Rich·
moncl, V i r gin i a. Some of his
friends owned race boats so his
interest gradually switched from
automobiles to boats. It wasn't
Jong before Dan tired of just
·watching w he bought his own
boat. He didn't actually know
<1nything about them. "All I had
was lhc enthusiasm," he recalls.
He quickly learned the mechanic' and acquired the skill
nccc>><iry 1o mnke him a to1>
ra tccl driver. But the pl'essure of
r a m i I y re!'ponsibilities, besides
tile expense of maintaining the
boat forced him to sell his hy·
dropl<ine. He thought about quit•
ling racing altogether but his de·
sire and determination made this
impossible. When the next sea•
son rolled around, Danny was
back in the driver's seat; this
lime for two different owners,
Carl Hoffman, Cold Springs, Ky.,
and J. Clyde Fox, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
In his eleven year career ot

Undergrad Research Produces
Much Of Scientific Value
by Larry Crisanti

A topic which is almost entfrely unnoticed on the Xavier
campus is that of undergraduate
reseat'ch. Some people might say
that it is unimportant, for noth·
ing is ever accomplished in this
type ol research. This is not true.
Undergraduate research f Io u r·
ished here at Xavier University
for several years and has pro·
duced many definite and scien·
tific results .. One of the leaders
in research at the undergraduate
level is the chemistry department, which has e·n gage d in
some form of undergraduate research for the past twenty-six:
years.
Undergraduate research h a s
been a part of the Bachelor of
Science deg1·ee program in chem•
is"try since 1936. Each ·chemistry
Dan Walls cruises in a prelimina17 la11 el a speedboat regatta major is required, in his senior
last summer.
year, to work on a research prob•
lem which he has selected from
driving hydroplanes, D a n has ter in the small division and not . a number of projects described
distinguished himselC as one of lower than third in the bigger to him by the members of the
the nation's most competent, one.
chemistry department. The pur•
having never turned a boat ovet·
Perhaps his most memorable pose of this is to provide the
during that period. He races in event of the past season came at capable senior chemistry major
two divisions, driving the small- Charleston, West Virginia, where with an excellent opportunity to
est inboard hydroplane reg is- he captured the All West Vir• engage in research of his own
tered in the United States and ginia State Championship. In ac• choosing. This research also prothe Junior "Gold Cup,'' which is complishing this feat he had to vides the student with an innext to ·the largest hydroplane beat out the 1961 and 1962 na- valuable opportunity to gain exin the world. This is especially
tional champion and a two time pel'ience, to put into practice the
notcwol'thy because the differ- Hall of Fame winner.
principles learned d u r i n g his
ence in size tends to throw off
Dan's ambition is to drive in four years of training in chemtiming and judgment on the stal't the Gold Cup Regatta which is istry, and to develop a high defor most drivet·s. This past sea- held out on the coast. It is "the gree of interest and cooperation
son Dan turned in a remarkable race" of the year, compa1·able to between the student and the facrecord, finishing second or bet- baseball's World Series.
ulty advisers.

In addition to the research re.
quired· of every chemistry major,
there is undergraduate research
being done in the field of arsenic,
mandelic, and phosphonic acids.
This research is suppoi·ted by
grants from the National Science
Foundation Undergraduate Re·
search Program (N.S.F.U.R.P.)
The chemistry department has
re c e i v e d grants from the
N.S.F.U.R.P. for the past four
years. This year's grant (1962·
1963) from the N.S.F. program
amounts to approximately $9,000.
The director of the N.S.F. pro•
gram at Xavier is Dr. Harvey
A. Dube, of the chemistry de·
partment.
The grant from the National
Science Foundation supports six
chemistry students in their un·
dergraduate research on four re·
lated .Problems - the syntheses
and analyses of arsenic and man·
delic acid and derivatives. Each
of these six students has a fac•
ulty adviser to help him in his
research. The six students are:
Francis H. Schmidt, '63; William
·Kipp, '63; William Von Holle,
'63; Alfred J. Berger, '64; Wil•
liam G. Hennekamp, '64; and
Gary W. Mappes, '65.
The chemistry department has
also set up seminars - once a
week during the summer and
twice a month during the aca•
demic year - at which all the
members of the chemistry de·
pal'tment meet with the students
who are active in underg1·aduate
(Continued on Page 11)

Scholar dollars
travel farther
with SHERATON.
HOTELS
STVDENT•1
l'ACUl.TY
DllC:OUNTS
Save on the going prieee

of going places at

Shnaton Hotel11.
Spedal save-money rates on
singlt>s and greater savings per
pl'rson when you share a room
with one, two or three friends.
G1>1wrous group rates arranged
for at hh!tic trnumc, clubs
and collt!ge clans on-the-go.
For rat.es, rPHPrvations or
furt hn information, get ill
toueh wit.h:
MR. PAT GREEN

College Relations Dept.
Sheraton Corporation
470 Atlantic Avenue
aoston 10, Mas•

Only Schick ma~es two different
electric shavers ••• pick the one to
match !OUr face!
noth new Super Speed shavers have
Schick's exclusive washable head, made
of HUrgical stainless steel. Snap it off
and wash away dirt, stubble, and germs.

SCHICK

Get the new Schick Eas1 Shine Electric Shoe Shiner for a bootbladl abiae iD IO aecoadll.

For tough

A re1ular beard11
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Alumni Association Presents Falstaff Role
Medal to ''Hoodlum Priest" ":~.~~".!:.,~.~~~~
"There's n e v e r a duU moment."
That is how Father Charles
Dismas Clark, S.J., best known
as the "Hoodlum Priest," describes his life. He was in Cincinnati last Sunday (December
!I) to receive the annual St.
Francis X a v i e r medal award
from Xavier University.
The energetic, s a n d y haired
Jesuit has charge of D is m a s
House, a "hall-way house" for
ex-convicts in St. Louis, Mo. Recently, he said, he was awakened
at 2:00 a.m. by a call from an
ex-convict who said he and a
partner were ready "to knock olf
a supermarket." After F a t h er
Clark protested, the caller offered to cut him in for a third,
he said. "However, I was able
to talk him out of the idea."
Often brutally frank in his c1e11cription of the American penal
system (it usually hardens the
crimin~l, he said), he did note
in a speech after he received the
me cl a l that the community at
large is becoming m o r e concerned with the rehabilitation of
criminals.
"Half-way houses" are being
planned in Chicago and Cleveland, he said, and he praised Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy for organizing three of the
refugees for ex-criminals under
federal auspices.
Better programs to make the
ex-convicts useful members of
society will be worth the cost,
he declared to his audience of
Xavier alumni who were attending the annual Xavier Universal
Communion Sunday. The present cost of prisons !n the United
States is $24 billion annually
compared to $18 billion for education. Approximately 5,000,000
prisoners are jailed annually, he
added.
Since it was opened in 1959,
his own Dismas House has provided service to 1,500 men of
whom only 15 have been returned to prison, he said, whereas, the national average of prisoners who subsequently f i n d
themselves back in jail is approximately 80 per cent.
Father Clark gave credit for
the success of Dismas House to
generous support from all segments of society in St. Louis.
"We have more jobs open now
for ex-convicts than we can fill,"
he said.
Father Clark h1 pre_sently negotiating with a television network about a series of weekly
programs based on the history
of D i s m a s House and to be
known as "Miracle. on Co I e
Street."

Undergrad
Researchers
Hold Sem.inars
(Continued from Page 10)
research. The purpose of these
seminars is to give the students
a chance to report on their progress and to give the chemistry
department an i d e a on their
future plans. Active discussion is
encouraged at these meetings in
order to make them more valuable to the students themselves.
The future plans of the chemistry department in research at
the unclergrnduate level are wide
and hopeful. The chcmish·y department feels that the student
in chemislty is able to acquire
his most valuable knowledge
t h 1· o u g h prnctical application,
and what better way to lcaro
than &hn1ugh research.

Kev. Charles D. Clark, S.J.
Dismas Ho u s e is open to
thieves and murderers ("St. Dismas qualified under both headings"), he said. Other types of
criminals need psychiatric care
for which Dismas House does
not have the facilities, he said.
Nick A. Seta, lecturer in the
Xavier psychology department,
cited Father Clark for the medal,

ing the battle take place. but this
is unclcrslandable due to the fact
that it was exceedingly difficult
to execute with such a lack of
personnel and an extreme 1 y
small working area.

which, he said, "is eonferred on
men who in their own lives exemplify the qualities of St. Francis Xavier . . . spiritually, imagination and daring, complete
dedication to a cause, and love
of humanity."
Dismas House, Seta continued,
"is only a part of Father Clark's
one-man campaign to get society
to mend its barbaric treatment
of criminals. In spite of the criticism of so m e sociologists, in
spite of the charge that his hat'Clhitting met ho cl s make him a
maverick, in spite of the skepticism of those who ask what one
man and one rehabilitation center can do in the face of the
staggering problem o[ crime and
criminals in this country, Father
Clark carries on with the enthusiasm of a Francis Xavier
who set out to convert the teeming Orient."
Peter J. McCarthy, Jr., was·
chairman of the Universal Communion and toastmaster at the
breakfast, which was attended
by approximately 500 local alumni. Alumni in 18 other centers
across the nation also held corporate observances.

irn1, and al liml'S it bc1uill'L•<l
around like an old Modt'I T F<•nl.
Yet. it \\'<IS a valid pre~e11::11i1111;
and to me. a \'alid pre~cnt:diun
of anything which Shnkl·.-·:il':tr~
wrote is well worth sccin·'. I
congratulate the players on their
efforts. knowing only too well
that, ;1fter all their hard work
and labor. their only moment of
glory comes when they hr<1r that
ripple of applause at the rinal
curtain.

Undoubtedly, the most enjoyable and freshly entertaining
scenes are faose which take place
at Mistress Quicklcy's Boar's
Head Tavern, where Falstaff
leads the merrimaking. Promi~ingly
portrayed by Emeran
Way, Falsla ff is in a world· of
com e d y all his own. He is
enormously fnl, a dnmkard, a
thief, and a co\\'ard. Yet he is so
endearing that Prince Hal no1·
the audience can resist him. He
is in Jove with life and reality,
charmed by his disgraceful acti\'ities; and, even if he is a bad
inf'luence on Prince Hal, he surely has a better influene on the
play.

That's the way I saw it Suturday night - did I sec you
there? If not you still h<H"c a
chance lo take it in next \\'eekend. Gi\'e it a try-it's worth it.

A tip of the hat also to John
Gutting for his interesting and
extremely sensitive portrayal of
King Henry JV, and to Fredrick
Walter for his becoming portrayal of the indecisive Thomas
Percy, Earl of Worchester.

3616 Mont-romery Road

DANCING
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL
4815 TOWER AVE.
ST. BERNARD
281-9435
MUSIC BY GEORGE KASPER

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
EVANSTON
One Block South of J 'ana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

•

Indeed, the presentation was
not one of polished professional-

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF Dl\Y BUNDLES
4-HOUR SERVICE •

Gel UC
l'lay "Crazy Qua~,,~;~~:
50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERFS HOW:

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you've done a
"Crazy Question." It's the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below, then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries sub·
mitted on the insicle of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge entries on the basis of
humor (up to 'hl. clarity and freshness (up to 'hl and appropriateness (up
to 'h), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
In the event of ties. Entries must be the original works of the entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant's own name. There will be 50 awards
every month, October through Aprll. Entries received during each month
will be considered for that mnnth's awards. Any entry received after April
30, 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except em·
ployees of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mall. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.
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THE ANSWER IS:

c
'lh8 llSll IO lllrl Wllb ••• lhl 1111110 1181 Wllh .·
THE QUESTION IS: WHAT'S A PLEASANT, MEMORABLE WAY TO URGE SMOK·
ERS TO BUY LUCKY STRIKE CIGARETIES? When you Get Lucky, you get the
famous fine-tobacco taste that's easy to stick with. You get the great taste
that explains why Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. Got it? Then go, go, go.

Go out and Get Lucky.

i.-
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Nearly 75 Pe1·cent Of Army's A11nual
Officer Cro11 Are ROTC, Says DeFazio
(Continut'd from Pai.:L' 7)
Thi,, i" ju:;t till' opp11.-it1' nf the
linill·d States' policy ur buildin~
up cuuntl'il's "" that tl1P.1· c:in
dl'i°l'nd thelllsl'lve.-; :u.:ainst thL'
('"'11111unbt thn•al <ind 11winf:iin
i11krnal security w hi I l' beinµ;
c;ipable of nwl'linlJ the external
thrl':it.
\\'c h:n•t• s11enl ,, ;:·ood deal or

timt• discussing· the situali1111 in
India. 'l'his has taken the s1mt-

li1;-l1t from

the other areas of

twisis-two of which are also in
the rar east. 1'he shuation in
U1cst• - Vietnam and l.aos - has
not impa·oved. l,:ios evean threatens to be(.'Ollle a ~reatt-r potential
ct.an~er since a U. S. plane was

down h~· tht• co1111111111ist
forces.
In l~uropc the BPrlin crisis still
l'Xisls althou:,:h Khrusheht·1· reshot

('Clltly :-;Ptll an c1H:ournging note

to the West!'l'll allie:< in whiC'h
he used no threats. but indicatPd
that the problem must be sol\,ecl.
Q. How wo11/d 11011 epa/1wte
Ilic U1iited Stall's Army;•
A. We hm·e shown in lhe Cuban crisis that we ean muslcr up
sufficient force to back up out·
statements and in maintaining
this good defense posture, the
army must de1•clop 19,000 officers per year. Of this number
14,000 come from the ROTC.
Pal'l of the strength of the U. S.
military system is based on lhe

resPr1·c ~fructure which maintnins men in n slat,~ of tniining
so that in an emergency <i large
numbL'r of fighting men could be
nHtstcred into service. To a large
degree. \ve <ire obligalcd to the
HOTC program for maintaining
the cffcl'lh·eness nr the standing
army <incl Reserves. And we will
definitely have a need for <in
effective army as long as the
cold war continues - and there
is no end of the cold war in
sig·ht.
Many people do not reali?.e
the effect that the ROTC has
and will continue lo have in
maintaining this leade1·ship posi·
tion. A large number of offieet·s
on duty in 0111· air defense in·

* COCKTAIL LOUNGE
• • •

BARBER SHOP

Oak at Burnet • •
"'

John F. Corcoran

Margaret C. Link

General Manager

President

• •

GIFT SHOP

Mr. Am<irilio Niceas, a Br<i?.ilian who has been touring the
main cities of the United Stales
<is an official guest of our government, visited the Xa\'ier University campus on Tuesday, November 27.
Mr. Niceas is the prh,atc owner of a number of newspapers and
television and radio sta lions in
his hometown of Recife, Brazil,
the third largest city in the
South American country.

and Cincinnati were included in
his three-month tour or lhc education and communication cenlers of the United Slates.
A few of Mr. Niceus' comments while on campus: "Prc~i
dent Kennedy is extremely popular in Brazil. c;ipceially in regard lo his Peace Corps program . . . . Cast1·0 is the Benedict
Arnold of the South Americtitt
countries . . . lite slandard o[
living in the United Stales is unbelie\·ablc • • . lhc people in
Bruzil are very poor but I love
my e o u n try . . . Cineinnali
should be proud of Xavier University."

New Yo1·k, Washington, D. C.,

DINING ROOM

Chuckwagon luncheons 11 :30 to 2:30 p.m.
Open nightly 6 to 9 p.m., 10 p.m, Saturdays.
Chef Alex of Paris.
Monday Smorgasbord.

LUNCHEONS.
•

Canipus Tnipresscs
1.~ouring Brazilian

* FORUM

Jumbo Cocktail Hour Daily 5-7 p.m.
Dancing Wed., Fri., Sat. 10 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
Trio. Jose at the piano,

* PRIVATE PARTIES

sl:illations that constitute the defense of the Unilcd States are
ROTC graduutes. These men are
weli-traincd and cap ab I c of
using effecth·ely. in the event of
cmcri,:ency, t Ii c Nikl•-Hercule5
units.

•

• •

SWIMMING POOL

MEETINGS ... RECEPTIONS
•

Off Routes 25-42, Reading
Dr. Joseph Link, Jr.
Vice Pri?sident

HOME OF WZIP
Ro~d • •

Miss Ann 03vitt
Asst. Manager

•• 281·3300
Robert Wcinc:r
Maitrc D'

Chef AleK

Paris, France

